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Abstract

74 piston, gravity and jumbo Kasten cores were collected from channel and canyon systems draining the northern California 
continental margin to investigate the record o f periodic Holocene turbidites for possible connection to large magnitude earthquakes on 
the adjacent Northern San Andreas Fault. Poorly known channel systems were mapped with multibeam sonar to define pathways and 
channel confluences. Cores sampled all major and many minor channel systems extending from Cape Mendocino to just north of 
Monterey Bay. Sampling both along and across channels was done and particular attention was paid to channel confluences, as these 
areas afford opportunities to test for synchronous triggering of turbidity currents. While at sea, all cores were scanned using a 
GEOTEK multisensor core logger (MSCL), which collects high-resolution photography, P-wave velocity, gamma-ray density, and 
magnetic susceptibility data from the unsplit cores. Lithology was logged visually, and cores were later imaged with X-radiography.

We use 14C ages, relative dating tests at channel confluences, and stratigraphie correlation using physical properties to determine 
whether turbidites deposited in separate channel systems are correlative, implying they were triggered by a common event. These tests 
can, in most cases, separate earthquake-triggered turbidity currents from other possible sources. The late Holocene turbidite record off 
northern California passes these tests for synchronous triggering, and can be correlated with multiple proxies from site to site between 
Noyo Channel and the latitude of San Francisco. Preliminary comparisons o f our event ages with existing and in progress work at 
onshore coastal sites show good correlation, further circumstantial evidence that the offshore record is primarily earthquake 
generated. During the last —2800 yr, 15 turbidites are recognized, including the great 1906 earthquake. Their chronology establishes 
an average repeat time o f — 200 yr, similar to the onshore value o f — 230 yr. Along-strike correlation suggests that at least 8 o f the 
youngest 10 of these events ruptured the 320 km distance from the Mendocino Triple Junction to near San Francisco.
© 2006 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Recent rapid advances in Global Positioning System 
(GPS) technology now make it possible to measure 
crastal strain accumulation at plate boundaries with a high 
degree of certainty in only a few years. However, real
time strain measurements typically represent a fraction of 
one strain cycle. Fundamental questions about clustering, 
the applicability of slip-predicable or time-predicable 
models and the nature of long term stress interactions (e.g. 
[1,2] ) remain largely unanswered because we rarely have 
a long enough earthquake record. What is needed most is 
recurrence data for more fault systems and over longer 
spans of time, so that meaningful statistical conclusions 
can be drawn. Paleoseismology has the potential to 
address these questions by directly using the larger time 
span available through the geologic record and precise 
dating techniques. In the past decade, discovery of rapidly 
buried marsh deposits and associated tsunami sands along 
the northern Pacific Coast of the US has led to the 
recognition that the Cascadia subduction zone, once 
thought aseismic due to low instrumental seismicity, has 
generated great (Mw 8-9) earthquakes in the past (e.g. 
[3,4]) and spurred the development of off-fault 
paleoseismology.

We have been using the marine turbidite record as a 
proxy for earthquake recurrence in both Cascadia and on 
the Northern San Andreas Fault (NSAF) [5,6]. Turbidite 
paleoseismology and other off-fault techniques must of 
coruse demonstrate that the events recorded are earth
quake-triggered. Marine records are more continuous and 
extend further back in time than land records in most cases, 
and are actually more precise in the early to mid Holocene 
due to the abrmdance of datable foraminifera. In recent 
years, turbidite paleoseismology has been attempted in 
Cascadia [5-7], Puget Sormd [8], Japan [9-11], the 
Mediterranean [12], the Dead Sea [13], northern California 
[14,15] and the Arctic ocean [16], and is a technique that is 
evolving as a precise tool for seismotectonics.

In 1999-2002, we collected 74 piston, gravity and 
jumbo Kasten cores from channel/canyon systems 
draining the northern California margin adjacent to the 
onshore and nearshore NSAF (Fig. 1). We mapped 
channel systems with a Simrad EM-120 multibeam 
sonar, collecting both high-resohrtion bathymetry and 
backscatter data essential for analysis of channel 
morphology, sedimentation patterns, and core siting. 
These data were processed and merged with existing 
multibeam data.

During the cruise, we sampled all major and many 
minor channel systems extending from Cape Mendo
cino to just north of Monterey Bay (Fig. 1). Sampling

both down and across channels in some cases was done, 
and particular attention was paid to channel confluences, 
as these areas afford opportunities to test for synchro
nous triggering of turbidity currents.

These cores have yielded a turbidite record that is in 
good agreement with the shorter land record of 
Holocene NSAF earthquakes. Despite the intense 
scientific study of the NSAF stemming from the great 
seismic hazards to San Francisco, a reliable event 
history for this fault extending back through the 
Holocene has yet to be established. This is particularly 
true for the segments of the NSAF near and north of San 
Francisco. Establishment of an offshore record, recon
ciled with the land paleoseismic record, offers the 
opportunity to investigate long term earthquake beha
vior, stress interactions with other fault systems, and 
enables the use of these parameters in probabilistic 
hazard models.

In this paper we present preliminary results from the 
offshore turbidite event record along the NSAF extend
ing to —3000 ybp. We detail results from multiple tests 
of synchronous triggering, a key requirement for 
earthquake origin, as well as a comparison with onshore 
paleoseismic data. Finally, we examine the origins of 
detailed stratigraphie correlations, and the potential for 
extracting earthquake rapture information from the 
stratigraphie record.

2. Geological setting and background

2.1. NSAF seismotectonic setting

The San Andreas Fault (SAF) is probably the most 
intensively studied transform system in the world. 
Extending along the west coast of North America, 
from the Gulf of California to Cape Mendocino, the 
SAF is the largest component of a complex and wide 
plate boundary that extends eastward to encompass 
numerous other strike-slip fault strands and interactions 
with the Basin and Range extensional province. The 
Mendocino Triple Junction (MTJ) lies at the termination 
of the Northern San Andreas, and has migrated north
ward since about 25-28 Ma [17]. As the triple junction 
moves, the former subduction forearc transitions to right 
lateral transform motion and the SAF continues to 
lengthen.

West of the Sierra Nevada block, three main fault 
systems accommodate —75% of the Pacific-North 
America plate motion, distributed over a 100 km wide 
zone [18]. The Eastern California Shear Zone carries the 
remaining plate motion [18,19]. The NSAF accommo
dates about 25 mm/yr of the —34 mm/yr distributed
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Fig. 1. Core locations from 1999 and 2002 cmises on R/V Melville and Roger Revelle. Bathymetric and topographic data compiled by OSU from 
NASA land data, archive and newly collected marine survey data during these cmises. Channel systems were mapped from the new bathymetric grid 
and sidescan data. Core numbers are referred to in the text. Noyo Cores (including 49PC from Melville 1999 cmise) and 24GC, discussed in text are 
also shown in yellow. Offshore provenance from heavy mineral analyses are indicated in boxed text. At the confluence upstream of 24GC, Viscaino 
and Gualala mineralogies mix and result in stacked pulses, reflecting source mineralogies. Onshore paleoseismic sites Vedanta and Fort Ross are 
shown in red.
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across northwestern California. Most of the remainder is 
taken up on the parallel Hayward-Rogers Creek, 
Calaveras, Maacama and Bartlett Springs Faults 
(Fig. 1). South of San Francisco, the NSAF bifurcates 
to include the San Gregorio Fault, joining the Northern 
San Andreas at Olema. Between San Francisco and 
Cape Mendocino, the main strand of the San Andreas is 
a relatively simple system. Several uncertain faults exist 
offshore, but the age and activity of these faults is 
unknown [20]. Since the 1906 rupture, the main NSAF 
has been nearly aseismic [21], with only a few small 
events near Pt. Arena. Seismicity has been greater near 
the MTJ, and on the Maacama and Bartlett Springs 
faults to the east [22].

2.2. Northern San Andreas onshore paleoseismicity

The NSAF system has been divided into segments 
based on its historical record of earthquake behavior. All 
four northern segments (north of the creeping section at 
San Juan Bautista: Santa Cruz Mountain, Peninsula, 
North Coast, and Offshore [23]) ruptured in the 1906 
Mw 7.9 earthquake, extending from the San Juan 
Bautista north to the Mendocino Triple Junction [24- 
26]. The minimum rupture length for this event is 
estimated to be —470 km [27].

The paleoseismology of the NSAF has been 
investigated at Olema, 45 km north of San Francisco, 
at Dogtown, close to the Olema site, at Point Arena, Fort 
Ross, at several sites on the San Francisco Peninsula, 
and at Arano and Grizzly Flats in the Santa Cruz 
mountains. At the Vedanta site (Fig. 1) near Olema, 
Niemi and Haii [28] found a maximum late Holocene 
slip rate of 24 ±3 mm/yr, in fair agreement with geodetic 
data [29]. They estimate that if the 4-5  m slip event 
recorded in 1906 is characteristic, the recurrence time 
for such events would be 221 ±40 yrs. The average slip 
per event at Point Arena similarly implies a recurrence 
time of 200-400 yrs [30]. Recently, 10 new ages from 
the Vedanta site [31] and sites near Fort Ross [32] (Fig. 
1), suggest a recurrence interval o f — 230 yr, and timing 
of the penultimate event on the North Coast and 
Offshore segments at —AD 1700-1750.

A controversial aspect of NSAF tectonics has been 
whether the fault is seismically segmented, or whether 
the long 1906 rupture was characteristic, or perhaps a 
mix of both. The consistent slip rates found north of the 
Golden Gate, slow to about 17 mm/yr south of the 
Golden Gate. This, and a lower 1906 co-seismic slip 
south of the Golden Gate [33-35] led investigators to 
conclude that the fault is segmented near the Golden 
Gate. Schwartz et al. [27] argues that the segmentation is

a reflection of the offshore San Gregorio Fault absorbing 
some of the slip [36,37], correspondingly reducing the 
slip rate on the main SAF. They argue that the through- 
going rupture in 1906 (and perhaps previous events) was 
not segmented, and further, that the penultimate event 
ruptured approximately the same distance and magni
tude as the 1906 event. Fumai et al. [38] however, 
reports that the Santa Cruz Mountain segment has a 
more frequent recurrence interval (—100 yr) than is 
evident for the North Coast and Peninsula segments.

3. Turbidite methodology and analytical methods

3.1. Turbidite methodology and application to Casca
dia and the San Andreas

3.1.1. Identifying earthquake-triggered turbidites
The Grand Banks earthquake of 1929 in the north

west Atlantic clearly demonstrated the association 
between earthquakes and turbidity currents [39], how
ever other plausible triggers for turbidity currents 
include: 1) storm or tsunami wave loading; 2) sediment 
loading; and 3) storm (hyperpycnal) discharges. Inves
tigators have attempted to distinguish seismic turbidites 
from storm, tsunami, and other deposits [9-11], arguing 
that scismo-turbiditcs can in some cases be distin
guished sedimentologically. They observe that known 
seismically triggered turbidites in the Japan Sea and 
Lake Biwa (western Honshu, Japan) are distinguished 
by wide areal extent, multiple coarse fraction pulses, 
variable provenance, and greater depositional volume 
than events triggered by other mechanisms. These 
investigators observed that known earthquakes caused 
multiple slump events in a canyon system, generating 
multiple pulses resulting in an amalgamated turbidite 
also including reverse grading and cutouts (Fig. 2).

Similar observations regarding areal extent and 
volume have been made for the Santa Monica and 
Alfonso Basins of the California Borderland and Gulf of 
California respectively [40]. In general, these investi
gators observe that known storm sediment singes are 
thinner, finer grained and have simple and mostly 
normal over inverse graded Bouma sequences.

In this paper, we do not attempt to distinguish 
between triggering mechanisms sedimentologically, but 
use a spatial and temporal pattem of event correlations 
to establish synchronous triggering within individual 
canyons along 320 km of coastline. Synchroneity of 
event records in separated canyons, over a wide region, 
is difficult to attribute to non-earthquake sources which 
are mostly limited spatially and temporally to single 
canyons. Possible exceptions include storm wave
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Fig. 2. Grain size analysis, magnetic susceptibility/density signatures andX- radiography in turbidites T19 and T20 in core 24GC below the Gualala— 
Noyo—Viscaino channel confluence (Base of T18 is also shown; see Fig. 1 for location). Light tones in the x-radiograph represent dense sand/silt 
intervals, darker gray tones represent clay/mud. Colored dots are grain size samples. Blue trace is the magnetic susceptibility signature. Green plot is 
percent sand (obtained with Coulter laser counter method). The good correspondence between grain size, density, and magnetic susceptibility for the 
lithologies in NSAF cores is apparent, and permits use of density and magnetics as mass/grain size proxies due to the large number of analyses that 
would otherwise be required. These typical turbidites are composed of 1—3 fining upward sequences, each truncated by the overlying “pulse”. No 
hemipelagic exists between pulses, indicating the three pulses were deposited in a short time interval. Only the last pulse has a fine tail, indicating 
final waning of the turbidity current. We interpret these signatures as resulting from a single multipulse turbidity current. Number of coarse pulses 
commonly remains constant in multiple channel systems for a given event. “H” denotes hemipelagic sediment between turbidites. Correlative 
magnetic susceptibility trace for Gualala core 13TC is also shown, as are correlative C ages projected from core 54KC in Noyo Channel. Source 
provenance affinity for each sand pulse is shown to the right, and keyed to source regions in Fig. 1. This shows the arrival of discrete source pulses 
with a dominant lithology from multiple channel systems.

loading and hyperpycnal flow, which also occur over 
large areas and short time scales.

Hyperpycnal flows, or direct turbid injections from 
rivers, can produce turbidity currents, and can even 
mimic earthquakes in that they may affect several rivers 
over a span of days. This certainly occurred during 
periods of lowered sea level diuing the Pleistocene, 
when there was direct connection between rivers and 
offshore canyons. However, sea level-rise in the 
Holocene isolated most west coast canyons from their 
rivers [41,42]. Holocene sediment input is generally 
distributed across the shelf, not directly injected in the 
canyons, with some narrow-shelf exceptions such as 
the Eel, Mendocino, Viscaino, and Monterey Canyons 
[43-45] (Fig. 1).

Tsunamis and storm waves may also conceivably act 
as regional triggers of turbidity currents. Storm waves 
can induce sediment resuspension by either erosion due

to shear stress induced by orbital motion from the waves, 
or from fluidization of near surface sediments due to 
cyclic pressiue changed during repeated wave passage. 
Our calculations based on [46] and using historical and 
predicted maximum wave data [47] suggest that extreme 
storm waves common in the NE Pacific have the 
potential to both erode and liquefy sediments at canyon 
head depths of ~  120-150 m. Nevertheless, we see no 
evidence of such material reaching the abyssal plain, 
indeed there is nothing but hemipelagic sediment 
overlying the turbidite triggered by the AD 1700 
Cascadia earthquake [5,6] and the 1906 NSAF event. 
Puig et al. [44] and other investigators have shown that 
this process occurs, but also that such flows generally 
settle in the canyons in 200-500 m depth where the 
resuspending force dies out. We note that the tsunami 
from the 1964 Alaska Mw 9.0 event also did not result in 
deposition of turbidites in abyssal plain channels in
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Cascadia Basin [5-7]. For these reasons, it appears that 
synchronous widespread deposition of turbidites on the 
abyssal plain, at least during high sea level, is best 
explained by a proximal great earthquake source.

3.1.2. Tests o f  synchronous triggering and correlative 
deposition o f  turbidites

Unlike Cascadia, the northern California margin 
does not appear to have a regional stratigraphie datum 
like the Mazama ash deposited along the Cascadia 
margin [5,6], thus correlating events and testing for 
event origin depends heavily on stratigraphie correla
tion of other datums and radiocarbon ages. A key test of 
synchronous triggering has become known as the 
“confluence test”. In Cascadia Basin channels, Adams 
[7] observed that most cores contained 13 tiubidites 
overlying the Mazama ash (which was included in the 
13th). Cores from Juan de Fuca Canyon, Willapa, 
Grays, and Quinault Canyons also contain 13 tiubidites 
and include the Mazama ash (several additional events 
appear in the most proximal canyon sites). The 
correlative tiubidites in Cascadia channel lie down
stream of the confluence of those channels. If these 
events had been independently triggered, with more 
than a few hoius separation in time, the channel(s) 
below the confluence should contain from 26-28 
tiubidites not 13 as observed. This simple observation 
demonstrates synchronous triggering of turbidity cur
rents in tributaries, the headwaters of which are 
separated by 50-150 km. Similar inferences about 
regionally triggered synchronous tiubidites in separate 
channels elsewhere have been reported [9,11,40,48].

We have begun to apply this “confluence test” to the 
NSAF turbidite data. In the NSAF system, channel 
mapping shows that there are eight major confluences 
available (Fig. 1). Here a modified confluence test is 
applied to ~  6000 years of turbidite record observed in 
multiple systems meeting at multiple confluences. We 
have been able to distinguish three heavy mineral 
provenances in the cores, well linked to the onshore 
soiuce geology (Fig. 1 ). Using these three heavy mineral 
suites allows us to distinguish the various dominant 
soiuces of the stratigraphy within tiubidites both up and 
downstream from confluences, and test for synchronous 
or asynchronous arrival at confluences by observing the 
stacking of tiubidites and their provenance components. 
As in the original confluence test, a sequence of 
tiubidites should show little change in stratigraphy 
downstream of confluences if the multiple source 
canyons were triggered simultaneously, but may show 
the arrival and blending of the separate provenance 
components.

3.2. Analytical methods

3.2.1. Stratigraphie correlation and event “fingerprinting
We carried out extensive sampling of the physical 

properties of the cores to establish the stratigraphy 
reflected in the cores. This has allowed us to identify 
characteristic stratigraphie “fingerprints” for tiubidite 
sequences that are a result of the grain size distribution 
of individual events. Because this property has 
allowed stratigraphie correlation along hundreds of 
km of coast, we discuss the methods and implications 
in detail.

While at sea, all cores were scanned using a 
GEOTEK MSCL, collecting P-wave velocity, gamma- 
ray density, and magnetic susceptibility data from the 
unsplit cores. Cores were then split to collect high- 
resohition line-scan imagery. Subsequently, high-reso- 
hition magnetic susceptibility data were collected from 
each core using a point probe (Bartington MS2E high- 
resohition siuface sensor) at 1 cm intervals, selected 
cores at 3 mm intervals, and imaged with X-radiography 
(e.g. Fig. 2). Selected grain size analyses were 
performed with a Coulter laser counter.

Initially these data were used to correlate stratigraphy 
between cores at single sites, which typically have 4-6 
cores. This makes use of the trigger cores (collected 1 m 
apart from the linked piston cores), and helps identify 
missing upper sections, an occasional problem with 
piston cores. The correlation is done using primarily 
magnetic susceptibility (MS) and density, much as e- 
logs are correlated in the oil industry [49,50]. Physical 
property correlations of this type are also common 
practice with academic and ODP/IODP cores (e.g. [51] ) 
and have recently come into use for paleoseismology 
(i.e. [8,52-56]). In addition to local site correlation, we 
have found that it is possible to correlate unique physical 
property signatures of individual tiubidites from differ
ent sites within individual channels. This suggests that 
the processes controlling deposition of the tiubidite 
maintain consistency for some considerable distance 
within a channel. We have also found it possible to 
correlate event signatiues not only down individual 
channels and past confluences, but between channel 
systems separated by considerable distance, some of 
which never meet. These tiubidite “fingerprints” form 
the basis of long-distance correlations, and are begin
ning to be recognized and used for regional correlation 
(e.g. Lake Baikal [57], off Morocco [58], Cascadia [59] 
the Laptev Sea: Russian Arctic [60] and elsewhere). 
Recently, the “event signatiues” of Cascadia tiubidites 
have been linked to coastal fjord records on Vancouver 
Island [61,62],
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Fig. 2 shows a single representative turbidite in 
core 24GC, located below two channel confluences 
(Fig. 1); illustrating the multiple fining-upward 
sequences (Bouma A -C ) that compose each turbidite. 
Typically, these sequences have only one fine tail 
(Bouma D) associated with waning of the turbidity 
current. The signatures we are correlating are com
prised of these stacked coarse pulses. This figure 
shows in detail that the magnetic susceptibility, 
density, and grain size trends within each event are 
closely correlated. This is straightforward but impor
tant because we can in most cases use the high- 
resohition density and magnetic data as grain size 
proxies, at least for lithologies along the NSAF system 
[63-65], In detail, the magnetic susceptibility (MS) 
signal is associated with terrestrial silt-sized magnetic 
minerals, but often we see sand at the turbidite base. 
The sand may be non-magnetic quartz sand, so the MS 
peak does not always correlate perfectly with a 
maximum of grain size. Also in thick turbidite beds,

separation of grains according to specific gravity (or 
mineral density) can dominate, resulting in fine silt 
heavy mineral lamina located below medium quartz 
silt or sand. We find, however, that this approximation 
is reasonable in most cases (using both density and 
MS reduces this problem), and the differences are not 
critical to observing a recognizable “fingerprint” for 
many turbidites.

On close inspection of physical property logs, we 
sometimes see a remarkable similarity between 
correlative tiubidites that are separated by as much 
as 500 km (Cascadia) and 280 km (NSAF). Fig. 3 
shows several typical examples of correlative NSAF 
events in detail along strike over a distance of 280 km. 
We see a general correspondence of relative turbidite 
size downcore that is reflected in separate channels, as 
well as correlable details such as the number of coarse 
sandy pulses (density and magnetic peaks). For 
example, Cascadia turbidite events T5, T10, and T12 
are small events in all cores, T il  and T16 are very
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large events in all cores, and many other events follow 
similar size patterns across the margin. We observe 
similar patterns along the NSAF margin, where size 
trends, and individual characteristics persist over large 
distances. Fig. 3B also shows the evolution of a single 
event down channel over a distance of 74 km, showing 
the gradual merging of two sand pulses into a bimodal 
grain distribution. Stratigraphie correlation of this type 
has the potential to establish stratigraphie links of 
individual events between core sites, independent of 
radiocarbon ages. Possible explanations for the 
correlation signatures are discussed in a subsequent 
section.

3.2.2. Radiocarbon analysis
To date the tiubidites, we extract planktic forami

nifera from the hemipelagic sediment below each 
tiubidite. We do this because the boundary between 
the top of the tiubidite tail and the hemipelagic 
sediment is difficult to identify, and biotiubation is 
concentrated at this boundary, possibly because the 
organic material brought down in the tiubidite tail 
results in a benthic “bloom” [66]. To evaluate the effect 
of foraminifera shell size on the radiocarbon age in a 
single sample, we divided the foraminifers into large 
(> — 350 pm) and small (< — 350 pm) groups. The 
resulting ages are within 45 radiocarbon years of each 
other, suggesting foraminifer size is not a factor. The 
close match in ages between land and marine events 
observed in both Cascadia and on the NSAF also 
suggests that neither biotiubation [67,68] nor basal ero
sion significantly biases 14C ages derived from planktic 
foraminifers.

To correct the ages for the thickness of the sample, 
we determined hemipelagic thickness between tiubi
dites using visual observations of color change, X- 
radiography, mineralogie content, and high-resohition 
physical property data (Fig. 2). We also examined all 
tiubidite bases to estimate the degree of basal erosion. 
An erosional index (El) was estimated by examining 
the morphology of the tiubidite bases, which can tell 
us that erosion occurred, though it may not correlate 
with the amount of erosion, and may miss laminar 
erosion. We then averaged the thicknesses determined 
from multiple methods, and averaged the two or three 
thickest layers out of a typical foiu at a given site. 
We infer that differential erosion is the most likely 
soiuce of variability at any site, and by taking the 
thickest layers we attempted to reduce its influence. 
By averaging the thickest layers we also reduce the 
effect of variance in observations, which ranges between 
+/-0.5 to 1 cm.

Using a moving window average sedimentation rate, 
we corrected the original AMS ages by subtracting the 
time corresponding to the thickness of the sample 
interval. Hemipelagic thickness was then converted to 
time for input into OxCal calibration software [69,70]. A 
sedimentation rate regression analysis was employed to 
flag erosion at a given interval, and provide a check for 
consistency downcore, as sudden hemipelagic sedimen
tation rate changes in the marine environment are 
relatively rare (see Elect. Supl). Outliers in this analysis 
are most likely caused by basal erosion because ages 
appear to be older, with less sediment thickness between 
events than expected.

Fig. 4 illustrates the main steps used to combine 14C 
age and hemipelagic sedimentation constraints. Since 
the calculated sedimentation rates are also dependent on 
the radiocarbon ages, and on basal erosion, there is some 
unavoidable circularity in this process, however analysis 
of multiple cores at each key site can address these 
issues quite well.

We used the Bayesian methods within OxCal to take 
advantage of multiple ages (if within analytical error of 
one another), include constraints imposed by the time 
represented by hemipelagic sediment between events, 
and in one case used historical information to restrict 
ages. Where age data are missing, sedimentation rates 
alone can be used to model event ages, which we have 
done for several events in oiu time series due to scarcity 
of foraminifers in those intervals.

Fig. 4 shows a detailed example using OxCal with 
hemipelagic sedimentation and historical constraints for 
the 1906 and the penultimate earthquakes. Using this 
well-known event, and time constraints provided by the 
hemipelagic sediment deposited in the interseismic 
period, OxCal returns the calendar age of the 1906 
earthquake to within a few years (Fig. 4). The 
penultimate event is similarly constrained to a narrower 
time window than obtained by simple calibration.

The age constraints provided by uniform sedimenta
tion between events are quite strong, in fact somewhat 
too strong, since the inter-event hemipelagic sediment 
can account for nearly 100% of the time in a given core 
(the tiubidites themselves representing zero time). 
While this is good, in a statistical sense, there is no 
temporal “room” left for the probability density function 
(PDF) required to describe the 14C event age. For this 
reason, we presently relax the hemipelagic constraint to 
75% of the time represented to allow for overlap of the 
hemipelagic time interval with the PDF for each 
tiubidite age in OxCal.

In oiu age series, we apply a reservoir correction 
that is linearly interpolated between the nearest points
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Estim ating Calendar Ages: four m ethods to estim ate the age of a known event
(example from Noyo Canyon, 1906 San Andreas Fault earthquake)

We show this example because the upper-most event is known to be the 1906 earthquake, the penultimate event is dated at multiple land sites, 
and the reservoir correction is known for the 20th century. The upper-most event can be dated using the following methods:

Available Data:

M9907-50 BC
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H .: 2.5  cm  _¡-
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1. Calibrate the RC date for the upper-m ost event: 1913 (1898-1940)
2. Date of coring (1999) minus 'H f (=83.6): 1916
3. Age of calibrated penultimate event (1724(1647-1819)) plus H2 (=137): 1861 (1784-1956)

Or, use the Sequence option in OxCal with all available data (preferred option):

4. Constrain calibrated upper-most and penultimate ages using all available data in 
panel to the left: 1902 (1845-1910)

simple calibration 
(option 1)

: 132 yrs

I OxCal (constrained)
1 calibration (option 4)

T2 (penultimate)
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Francisco Mission 
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Ti: ¡906?
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Fig. 4. OxCal methods test using the well constrained 1906 earthquake and associated paleoseismic data onshore and offshore. The left panel 
shows the hemipelagic (H) data determined from visual observation, physical property data mineralogy and x-radiography. H data is then input 
to OxCal and with raw 1 C ages are converted to time via sedimentation rate curves developed for each site. Right panel shows four ways to 
calculate the age of the 1906 earthquake, with the preferred method being the use of underlying and overlying hemipelagic intervals, historical 
data (no written record of an earthquake between the date of the first San Francisco Mission built in 1769 and 1838), and 14C ages together. 
This method yields 1902 (1845—1910) for the 1906 event. The Fort Ross and Vedanta mean age and range for the penultimate event is shown, 
along with the OxCal solution for that event, calculated using the preferred method. The turbidite result 1660-1769 (~1760 peak) for the 
penultimate event is in good agreement with NSAF paleoseismic sites on land: Fort Ross=1710 (1610-1810), Vedanta=1711 (1695-1720) 
[28,32].

available in the Marine04 database [71], which are at 
San Francisco (AR 271+/-) and Coos Bay (AR 402+/ 
-). Because the database is largely limited to the 20th 
century, time variation of the reservoir age is usually 
ignored because little data on the time history is 
available. We do not yet know whether time and 
space variable reservoir age issues will be significant 
offshore northern California, however we suspect it will 
show similar variability as along the Cascadia margin 
[72-74],

4. Results: Northern San Andreas turbidite record

4.1. Confluences and mineralogy’

Fig. 2 shows the stratigraphy of two typical NSAF 
turbidites in core 24GC below several confluences of 
Viscaino, Noyo, and Gualala Channels (confluences 
“A”, “B”, and “C” in Fig. 1). At this site, we find that the

multiple coarse pulses which also reveal the heavy 
mineral assemblage from individual canyon sources, 
stacked vertically in order of arrival at the core site. The 
turbidites at this site also have no hemipelagic sediment 
between the sand pulses, indicating little time passage 
between deposition of each pulse (the alternative, 
removal by erosion, is possible, but would have to 
occur in each turbidite at every correlative site). Further 
downstream, we observe bimodal heavy mineral coarse 
fractions, with mineralogie peaks representing the 
separate provenance components (Fig. 3 [75,76]). Fig. 
2 also shows the magnetic susceptibility trace for the 
same two correlative turbidites, upstream of the 
confluences, in core 13TC. We observe no significant 
change in the stratigraphy between these two sites, 
despite input from multiple sources at the confluences. 
Further downstream at the site of core 31PC, we find 
that individual turbidites have the same stacking of 
coarse pulses, but the provenance input is less distinct,
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Fig. 5. “Confluence Test” as applied to the central NSAF margin channel systems for the period ~4000—10,000 ybp. Inset map shows eight 
confluences (southern two dashed, not yet tested). The correlation figure uses magnetic susceptibility records from six cores at four sites above 
confluence “C” (representative lithologie log for 13PC shown, 13PC gamma density shown in light blue). Magnetic susceptibility for three 
cores below confluence “C”, and one core below confluences “A—F” are also shown. Green bars separate these three core sets, and are linked 
to the map. Core 25GC (red) also shown alongside 49PC with hemipelagic intervals (circled H) shown between turbidites. Magnetic trace for 
49PC shows disturbance by sampling, density trace is shown for comparison. Mismatching hemipelagic intervals shown green, all others in 
red. Green wavy lines are known erosive bases. Turbidite numbers shown on 49PC in green. Peak radiocarbon ages are shown without ranges 
to reduce clutter, ranges are given for upper 14 events on Fig. 7. Color bands show correlation ties for key turbidites. While some details of 
each of the correlated turbidites vary from site to site as would be expected, the stratigraphy represented by these turbidites remains largely 
unaffected by passage through the confluences with other channels. The total number of turbidites is nearly constant, indicating that turbidite 
arrival at confluences from separate channel systems was most likely synchronous. See Fig. 6 for mag. sus. and density scales. Color scheme 
matches events in Figs. 6 and 7 for events common to both figures.

suggesting further mixing downstream. Fig. 5 shows our 
stratigraphie correlation detail for a series of cores 
upstream, near, and downstream of the confluences of 
Viscaino, Noyo, Gualala, Albion, and Cordell Channels. 
We show the time period from —3500 ybp to 
— 10,000 ybp because the upper section is poorly 
preserved in some of the downstream cores. The 
downstream cores have, as yet, only a few dated 
turbidites, in part due to the low foram abundance at 
water depths in excess of 3500 m at these sites. The 
section ages are bounded by several late Pleistocene 
ages (not shown in Fig. 5), and the age of 4676 (4525-

4810) ybp for T18 in core 26PC which we use to 
constrain the upper part of the correlation.

While additional 14C ages are still needed, we can 
test for synchroneity by carefully matching events 
between upstream cores at Noyo and Gualala Channels 
and correlative events in the downstream cores in this 
time range. We matched the stratigraphy and checked 
for presence/absence of hemipelagic sediment between 
events (or an erosive event that removed it) as well as 
the multiple cues used in physical property correlation. 
We observe that upstream (49PC ) and downstream cores 
(e.g. 25GC) both contain 22 events in this time range.

Above "A-F" Above "C-F"

Below Below

25GC 31PC 
26PC 24GC___15KC 53KC

anifaci?

10,29 4
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Differences between the two are minor, and appear 
mostly attributable to local basal erosion. Fig. 5 includes 
correlation with core 31 PC, which is actually below a 
total of four confluences, with input from a total of six 
channels, while cores 24GC, 25GC, and 26PC each 
sample three channels. The good correlation between 
these cores suggests that input mixing at each 
confluence has little effect on the stratigraphy of the 
tiubidites, even though the number of soiuces increases 
at each confluence. We infer that synchronous triggering 
is the only viable explanation for this, and are unable to 
suggest an alternative. Non-synchronous triggering 
should produce an amalgamated record that increases 
in complexity below each confluence, with only partial 
correlations for the synchronous events. The mixing and 
stacking of the provenance components further suggests 
synchronous arrival at the confluence. From these 
results we infer that the sites included in this analysis 
pass a strict test of synchroneity, and are most likely of 
earthquake origin. Further analysis of the remaining 
confluence sites is in progress. A similar use of 
mineralogie provenance to fingerprint soiuce channels 
and test for earthquake origin has been used in the Sea of 
Japan by Shiki et al. [10].

4.2. Stratigraphie correlation

We have made a preliminary correlation of events 
along the length of the NSAF margin using subsurface 
correlation of the physical property logs as described 
above. This has been hampered somewhat by the fact 
that the tiubidite signal for most of the N SAF channels is 
subdued by comparison to Cascadia. This is not 
surprising, given smaller earthquakes and greater 
epicentral distance to the canyons. The correlation is 
made within a 14C age framework, with some vertical 
stretching of cores required due to varying sedimentation 
rates.

Fig. 6 shows the regional correlation of tiubidite 
stratigraphy spanning the Holocene, and Fig. 7 shows the 
upper ~  2100 yr of record, making use of high-resohition 
magnetic susceptibility data (3 mm spacing, point 
sensor). We focus here on the upper 2100 yr of the 
record; the analysis of earlier periods in the Holocene is 
the subject of ongoing investigation. Oiu Noyo Canyon 
cores, 49PC and companion Kasten core 54KC, are 
particularly important because unlike all the other 
channel systems, Noyo Canyon is actually cut by the 
NSAF, and has an epicentral distance of zero. Most likely 
for this reason, the tiubidite record there is expanded in 
thickness, making investigation of the details of each 
event much clearer in those cores. Cores to the south

have much reduced sedimentation rates, even though 
they are closer to the Russian River soiuce, the largest 
river along the North Coast section of the NSAF. We 
speculate that the low hemipelagic sedimentation rates 
might be related to capture of much of the Russian River 
drainage and diversion into the San Joaquin Valley, 
which may have occurred during the Holocene [77]. By 
comparison to the robust Noyo record, most of the events 
along the NSAF in other channels are subdued, and 
indeed the upper 10 events shown in these figures are 
very fine silt tiubidites not visible to the naked eye. Their 
unique signatiues in the physical property data, however, 
allow good correlation between sites. We have collapsed 
a much larger set of core records onto the representative 
correlation diagrams shown in Figs. 6 and 7. A key 
stratigraphie datum in this correlation is T 11, which is a 
robust event correlated and visible as a sandy tiubidite in 
all cores, dated at 2574 (2397-2681) ybp in Noyo 
Channel, and 2256 (2080-2401) ybp in Gualala 
Channel. We suspected that the original 14C age for 
this event (—2600 ybp) was too old (possible basal 
erosion) and have used constraints from hemipelagic 
sedimentation rates surrounding this interval to estimate 
the —2100 ybp age in Fig. 7.

As in Cascadia, correlation of individual events based 
on the grain size distribution represented by the 
magnetic and density data are possible both along strike 
and down channel. Robust event “signatiues” that can be 
recognized both within single channels, between multi
ple channel systems, and above and below confluences 
support the inference that they in fact represent the same 
source events, independent of other methods. We 
observe that the correlated events retain their essential 
character, typically made up of a stack of coarse pulses, 
for considerable distances along the margin. The 
“signatiues” are observed to evolve downstream where 
coarse pulses merge with distance from the margin. The 
event “signatiues” also evolve to some extent along 
strike in some cases, although in other cases strati
graphie sections at opposite ends of the fault system 
match as well as close neighbors. These properties can 
be observed through close inspection of Figs. 3-7.

4.3. Radiocarbon time series and comparison to 
onshore paleoseismic sites

In terms of event ages and their distribution in time, 
the youngest 15 events have a mean repeat time of 
— 200 yr, with a standard deviation of 60 yr. Using peak 
PDF values for event ages, the minimum interval value 
is —95 yr between T7a and T7 and T12a and T12, and 
the maximum value is —270 yr between T5 and T6 and
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T10-T11 (we refer to the third event as “T3-4” because 
it is a doublet that may yet prove to be two events). We 
find these values reasonably consistent with previous 
paleoseismic data onshore. The ages shown in Fig. 8 
include 11 ages reported by Zhang et al. [31] from the 
Vedanta Marsh site, and 5 ages reported by Kelson et al.

[32] from sites at Fort Ross. These results indicate that 
the penultimate event occurred ~ AD 1700-1750 north 
of San Francisco, and that the age correspondence is 
good for the last —2300 yr when comparing Noyo 
Canyon marine ages to Vedanta and Fort Ross land ages. 
For a given time interval, we see approximately the
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same total number of events (± 1) onshore and offshore, 
suggesting either a coincidence, or that land and marine 
sites are recording the same events. Further support for a 
linkage between the tiubidite series presented here and 
onshore earthquakes, is the good correspondence 
between land and tiubidite recurrence intervals, which 
are 200 yr and 230 yr for marine and land ages 
respectively. Individually, most ages except Noyo T3-4 
(a doublet) and T7a have significant overlap of age 
ranges (Fig. 8). In addition, oiu event T3-4 was not 
reported at Fort Ross, and oiu event T9 was apparently 
not observed at Vedanta. Nevertheless, oiu preliminary 
stratigraphie correlation and age series, taken together, 
suggests that the previous 11 events may be correlated 
from Noyo Canyon to at least to the latitude of Vedanta, 
just north of San Francisco. If correct, oiu initial along- 
strike correlations imply rupture lengths for many (or 
most) events of >250 km.

5. Discussion

We infer that along-strike physical property correla
tions, supported by application of the “confluence test” 
and good correspondence with land paleoseismic dates 
both in individual matching, and total number of events, 
supports the use of offshore tiubidites as paleoseismic 
indicators for the NSAF. We suggest several other lines 
of evidence that support this inference. First, the 
recurrence interval overall is consistent with other 
paleoseismic evidence from the North Coast segment 
of the fault, such as Prentice [30], Zhang et al. [31], and 
Kelson et al. [32]. Second, the mean recurrence interval 
changes abruptly (more than doubling) at the MTJ, from 
a value consistent with NSAF earthquakes south of the 
MTJ, to a value consistent with Cascadia earthquakes 
north of the MTJ [61]. We can think of no other reason 
for such a rate change, and indeed if such a change were 
due to external factors such as storm frequency or 
sediment loads, the frequency should increase north
ward, not southward as observed. Third, we observe that 
the thickness of the tiubidites decreases southward as 
the shelf widens and the distance from the canyon heads 
to the fault increases (see Fig. 1). This occius despite 
closer proximity to the main sediment soiuces, the 
Russian River and San Francisco Bay, which are to the 
south. This relationship suggests that epicentral dis
tance, and not sediment supply, is the controlling factor 
for tiubidite size, at least during Holocene high sea 
levels. This observation also supports oiu primary 
inference of earthquake origin, and is consistent with 
observations in Cascadia where robust tiubidites are 
found in channels fed by small sediment soiuces, such

as the Mendocino Channel fed by the Mattole River 
[78].

Physical property correlations often reveal detailed 
correlatable patterns that were unexpected. The magnetic - 
density event signatiues we see are created by sand rich 
layers, mostly in the base of the tiubidite. These layers 
include heavy (dark) minerals such as magnetite and 
hematite, which are largely responsible for the signatiues. 
This is clear from the high-resolution imagery and X-rays, 
which show an obvious correlation between, density, 
magnetic susceptibility, and the coarse stringers in the 
tiubidites [61] (Fig. 2). The correlation ofthese signatiues 
indicates that the integrity of the signatiues, and thus the 
pattem of coarse fraction deposition, is maintained to 
some extent over time and distance during the turbidity 
current. One might expect that such correlation could be 
due to details of how the turbidity current initiated in the 
canyon’s upper reaches. An earthquake, unlike other 
triggers for submarine landslides, is likely to trigger 
multiple failures along the length of a canyon. Thus the 
turbidity current could contain multiple inputs, each 
containing a coarse fraction pulse, which coalesce down 
channel (this could also be due to retrograde landsliding). 
This could explain the persistent pattem we see within 
channels as reflecting an original multiple soiuce input. 
But we are still left with the problem: Why do they 
correlate beyond an individual channel system, to other 
channels with different pathways?

The fact that they correlate at all is strong evidence that 
the turbidity currents were earthquake generated, and is 
robust regardless of the reasons for the correlation. 
Japanese investigators have similarly shown that the only 
plausible mechanism for multiple, simultaneous, regional 
landslide triggering, is an earthquake (see also [8]). We 
further suggest then that the only plausible commonality 
between correlative tiubidites in separate channels is the 
original earthquake itself. In the case oftheNSAF, we find 
that tiubidites correlate across channels where the 
mineralogy is different, the physiography is different, 
the sediment soiuces are different, and the underlying 
geology is different. We postulate that the physical 
property signatiues may record elements of the unique 
shaking signal imparted to the sediment failure region by 
the earthquake itself, in effect the physical property 
signatiues may be crude paleoseismograms, imparting 
some information about magnitude, soiuce character, or 
aftershocks to the depositional history of each tiubidite 
[79,80]. This may be a controversial interpretation, but we 
are led to it out of a need to explain the observed data. This 
topic is the focus of another paper that makes use of both 
NSAF and Cascadia data (Goldfinger et al., in prepara
tion), and will be tested experimentally in the near future.
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The direct tie between events at widely separated 
sites implies, we infer, that this method can be used to 
link events separated in space directly, independent of 
but strengthened by 14C dating. This method has the 
potential to overcome the largest issue in paleoseismol
ogy, the linking of events along strike via radiocarbon 
dating, with its inherent errors, to determine rapture 
length and segment recurrence values.

Oiu data, and those from Vedanta and Fort Ross, 
suggest an age near AD 1700-1750 for the NSAF 
penultimate event. While Vedanta and Fort Ross are 
sufficiently distant from Cascadia to preclude confusion, 
the Noyo Canyon offshore site is much closer at 90 km. 
The 14C ages cannot distinguish the penultimate NSAF 
from the Cascadia AD 1700 event. However this event, 
as with most of the other 10 events discussed here, can 
be correlated well to the south, making it unlikely that 
the Cascadia record is confused in the NSAF record.

A related question of importance for the NSAF is the 
minimum magnitude and triggering distance from the 
earthquake hypocenter. Shiki et al. [10] observed that 
earthquakes less than Mw=7.4 do not trigger turbidity 
currents in the Japan Sea or Lake Biwa, and similarly 
cores taken before and after the 1992 Mw 7.1 Petrolia 
earthquake in the canyon soiuce area do not include this 
event [78]. Several NSAF events that are well recorded 
in Noyo Channel are much more weakly represented in 
channels to the south, while others are robust in all 
channels. We suspect that there are probably smaller 
events not represented in the offshore data, and that they 
may similarly be unrepresented in the onshore data. 
Observations of turbidites from small events may also 
simply be a function of the resolution of the observations. 
We do not presently understand why some events such as 
T il in the NSAF record, are much larger than others, 
particularly considering that the 1906 earthquake was 
likely near the maximum magnitude forthat fault segment.

With a long paleoseismic record we can draw some 
preliminary conclusions about the distribution of 
recurrence intervals with time. A frequency histogram 
for the binned repeat intervals for the 15 earthquake 
series of Fig. 8 is shown in Fig. 9. While preliminary, 
this suggests the majority of repeat intervals lie between 
150 and 250 yr. The minimum rupture lengths of 
— 320 km established from the tiubidite data presented 
here imply magnitudes of 7.8-8.2 for these events based 
on empirical rupture length magnitude relationships 
[81]. Future work will test the frill rupture length south 
of San Francisco for these events.

Finally, long paleoseismic records in both Cascadia 
and the NSAF offer many opportunities to investigate 
clustering and fault interaction. Given the close
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Fig. 9. Histogram showing the frequency of recurrence intervals within 
each bin (purple bars), with cumulative percent of all inter-event times 
(n = 14) shown at the midpoint of each bar (circles filled in green). The 
actual data (black circles, each circle representing one recurrence 
interval) show the majority of recurrence times (8 out of 14) are 
between 150 and 250 years. (For interpreatation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.)

connection between the NSAF and Cascadia, it might 
be surprising if we did not see a temporal connection. 
The close temporal correspondence between the NSAF 
penultimate event —AD 1700 and the Cascadia AD 
1700 event is striking, and suggestive of stress 
triggering. Testing this hypothesis is the subject of 
ongoing investigation.

6. Conclusions

We have tested the tiubidite record along the NSAF for 
synchronous triggering of turbidity currents as a method 
for determining the origin of these deposits, whether from 
earthquake, or other soiuces. We have used 14C ages, 
relative dating tests at channel confluences, and direct 
correlation of physical properties to determine whether 
tiubidites deposited in separate channel systems are 
correlative, that is, they were triggered by a common 
event. The NSAF late Holocene turbidite record 
examined thus far has passed these tests, and can be 
correlated with multiple proxies along multiple canyon 
systems from the MTJ to offshore San Francisco. The 
inference of earthquake origin is further supported by an 
abrupt change in tiubidite recurrence interval at the 
Mendocino Triple Junction, from —200 yr, a value 
consistent with onshore NSAF earthquakes to the south, 
to a value of —520 yr consistent with the Cascadia 
subduction zone to the north.

Preliminary comparisons of oiu event ages with 
existing and in progress work at onshore coastal sites 
show good correspondence, further circumstantial 
evidence that the offshore record is primarily earthquake
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generated. During the last —2100 yr, we observe 11 
most likely correlative tiubidites, including one likely 
generated by the 1906 earthquake, that can be traced 
between Noyo Canyon, near the MTJ, and Cordell 
Channel near Point Reyes. Using combined constraints 
from physical property correlation, radiocarbon ages, 
and inter-event sedimentation, we conclude that it is 
likely that at least 8 of 11 events recorded both onshore 
and offshore in the past 2100 yr have rupture lengths of 
at least 250 km, and extend from the MTJ region to near 
the latitude of San Francisco.
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